
FEATURES
•100,000 Candela Peak
•Flash Rate/Minute 88
•0.08 amps
•24VDC
•4,000 Hour Strobe Tube
•Indoor/Outdoor Use
•Type 3R Enclosure
•UL and CSA Certified

Why choose PureAire? 
PureAire Monitoring Systems, Inc. is a leader in 
oxygen monitoring and gas detection. For over 20 
years, we have dedicated ourselves to the safety 
of our clients, and the customers they serve, by 
manufacturing monitors that are long-lasting, 
accurate, and reliable. PureAire takes pride in 
providing exceptional customer service, along with 
24/7 availability to our technical service 
department.

What is a Strobe Warning Light? 
A strobe warning light is used to provide visual 
safety notice in locations where personnel need to 
be alerted to unsafe conditions.    

What Monitors can be connected to a 
Strobe Warning Light?

The strobe warning light is compatible with 
PureAire's line of oxygen monitors, toxic and 
combustible gas detectors. It can be connected to 
a programmable logic controller (PLC) to provide 
visual alerts throughout the facility.

Easy to Use

Simply secure a monitor to the wall, connect a 
length of cable to the strobe, and plug in the 
monitor. After a brief start up, the monitor will 
begin measuring the oxygen or toxic gas levels. In 
the event that air quality levels reach an unsafe 
level, the strobe will alert personnel to evacuate 
the area. 

Strobe Warning Light
Item# - 42005 - Red - Strobe only, No Horn

Product Summary

The Strobe Warning Light is a compact  
strobe light designed for use with our 
complete line of oxygen and carbon dioxide 
monitors, as well as our toxic and 
combustible gas detectors. It is ideal for 
use in locations where oxygen or toxic gas 
levels must be at safe thresholds for 
personnel working in the area. It is well 
suited for use in environments such as 
freezers, hospitals, laboratories, 
pharmaceutical, the oil and gas industry, 
and any locations where oxygen or toxic 
gas levels must be monitored. 

Facilities That 
Need This Product

•Pharmaceutical Manufacturers 
•Laboratories 
•Hospitals
•Cryogenic Locations
•Food Processing
•Universities 

https://www.pureairemonitoring.com/


Top Advantages of a Strobe Warning Light 

Strobe Warning Light
The strobe warning light provides safety notification when conditions reach an 
unsafe threshold. The compact strobe light is compatible with PureAire's line of 
oxygen monitors, and toxic and combustible gas detectors. 

Easy To Use

The strobe easily connects to PureAire's complete line of oxygen monitors, 
toxic and corrosive gas detectors to provides constant monitoring with little 
to no adjustments, saving you time and money while allowing the monitor to 
operate seamlessly. 

Top Accessories

8 Channel Programmable 
Controller for O2 or Gas 
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